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Aims of research

The dissertation presents possibilities and challenges implied by the new generation of 
web applications. Our focus is on the experiences of applying the semantic web and related 
technologies  in  the  library  field.  Though  semantic  web  developments  have  been  in  the 
limelight for more than a decade in science and technology, the librarian profession still hasn’t  
reviewed  it  from its  own point  of  view.  However  the  usage  of  semantic  web program’s 
recommendations and Topic Maps standards is increasing worldwide. 

The aims of the dissertation can be summarized as follows: 

- Reviewing semantic technologies and semantic web developments from the librarian’s 
point of view;

- Drawing  up  the  main  features  of  the  paradigm  which  is  emerged  by  these 
technologies; 

- Drawing up the future of libraries in the light of the semantic paradigm. 

It is not the aim of this dissertation to discuss and solve any technological problems that occur 
during application of semantic web technologies. 

Methodology of research

The aims of this dissertation could be achieved by the parallel usage of the following 
methods: document analysis, observation, interview and experiment. The results are based on 
the following research:

- I  analysed the semantic  web-related W3C recommendations.  I  have followed with 
attention  the  activities  and  the  published  documents  of  the  W3C  Consortium’s 
Working groups since 2004. 

- I analysed and translated into Hungarian the relevant parts (SGML Applications, XML 
Syntax, Topic Maps Data Model) of the ISO/IEC 13250 family of standards on Topic 
Maps.  I  also  analysed  some  relevant  items  of  Topic  Maps  related  technical 
documentation (LTM, Ontopoly, Omnigator, TM4L). 

- I reviewed and have followed with attention the literature published in LIS journals on 
the semantic web technologies since 2004. 

- I developed experimental applications with Topic Maps technology to model 1) the 
description of records with Dublin Core metadata and 2) the semantic interoperability 
of the different types of contents. 

- I  participated  in  the  KOVEX Computer  Ltd.’s  EDMS-KMS (Electronic  Document 
Management System and Knowledge Management System) project and observed the 
enterprise developments based on semantic technologies.  



- I  observed  the  semantic  web-,  Topic  Maps-  and Web 2.0-related  developments  in 
Norway in an alltogether 4 months research period. The research contained library 
visits,  interviews  with  decision  makers,  attending  courses  and  participating  in  the 
semantic web research group of Oslo University College. 

Due  to  the  continuous  and  intensive  developments  in  the  field  of  semantic 
technologies my statements may easily become out-of-date. Undoubtedly this proved to be 
the main limitation in this research. 

Digital libraries in the syntactic paradigm

The context  of  the dissertation  on the  one hand are  the  answers  developed in  the 
library and information technology field for the problem of global knowledge representation, 
on  the  other  hand  the  continuously  evolving  concept  of  the  digital  library.  The  greatest 
breakthrough in the 1990’s science was the World Wide Web that resulted in the abundance of 
digital  libraries.  The web didn’t  offer  solution to  the  organization of the huge amount  of 
knowledge appeared on global networks. The technological possibilities didn’t ensure tools 
for grasping the comprehension of the published content. 

In  a  paradigm  shift  it  is  necessary  to  describe  the  preceding  paradigm.  The 
technological environment before the semantic web was described as a syntactic paradigm. 

The label is justified by the fact that the standards that constitute the web are aiming to 
unify  the  syntax,  and  the  appearance  of  the  content.  The  main  feature  of  the  syntactic 
paradigm is that it  is necessary to apply heuristics to generate relevant search results.  The 
problem of  the lacking  semantics  can be described  by the  mechanism of  the  web search 
engines that apply heuristics defined by formal features to grasp the semantic content. The 
most obvious way to capture semantics before the appearance of the semantic web was the 
usage of internet catalogues. Its biggest obstacle is the human capacity. 

The features of the technological paradigm influence the social environment as well. 
The word ‘player’ term refers to those users who could successfully adapt to the syntactic 
paradigm. This word refers to interaction, entertainment, social life and competition. 

In the syntactic paradigm of the web, the digital library catalogues represent that part 
of  the  virtual  space  where  information  is  published  on  a  semantically  encoded way.  The 
catalogues link unambiguously identified concepts along standards. (E.g. Document, written 
by, author) According to external features the sites which are generated by digital libraries do 
not differ from other points of the information space. 

The semantic paradigm

I  presented the features of the  semantic  paradigm by describing two technological 
frameworks. While the development of semantic web technologies have aimed to realize a 
global  metadata infrastructure from the very first  stage, in the case of Topic Maps global 
knowledge exchange was envisioned after it became clear that the technology is appropriate 
for such purpose as well. 



The semantic web vision was published in May 2001 as a reaction to the problems of 
the  syntactic  paradigm.  The  semantic  web  layer  cake  represents  the  family  of 
recommendations. Metadata on the lowest level ensures the possibility of grasping the unique 
data; a second refers to the common syntax, the third to the semantic content, and the fourth to 
the logic. The aim of the semantic web is to create a metadata infrastructure that enables the 
integration and interpretation of data through defining and describing links between them. 
Long-term aim is  that  the  intelligent  web  –  based  on  the  self-descriptive  document  and 
metadata – is able to inference according to formal logic. 

The main constraint of the realization of this vision is that it can’t be accomplished 
without the work of crowds. On the other hand the application of semantic web technologies 
requires specialized knowledge which interfere the widespread dissemination of the standards. 
The creation or generation of huge mass of ontologies from existing knowledge organization 
systems is  also a necessity.  One of the greatest  developments for this latter  problem was 
SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System) which makes possible to convert existing 
knowledge organization systems into a semantic web compatible form. Though leaning too 
much on SKOS we have to give up the rich semantic structures of OWL (Web Ontology 
Language). Without ontologies the reuse of URIs can’t be realized either. 

Topic Maps is an ISO standard for automated information and knowledge management 
which aims to handle information overload, knowledge sharing and connecting any types of 
information based on its meaning. It is a form of knowledge representation that can be widely 
used  for  web-based  information  services.  The  data  model  itself  contains  rich  semantic 
structures based on topics, associations, occurrences, names and roles, and their types. For the 
unambiguous  identification  of  subjects  Topic  Maps  use  the  model  of  published  subject 
identifiers that describes concepts both in a human and a machine-readable way. 

Common features of the semantic technologies that they are identity-based and URIs 
represent existing subjects. Links are defined between unambiguously identified subjects that 
make it possible to realize a seamless knowledge representation through applications. In the 
case of semantic web RDF (Resource Description Framework), while in Topic Maps XTM 
(XML Topic Maps) is used for defining links. It is also a common feature in the semantic 
paradigm that knowledge for the applications is represented in ontologies. Technologies for 
that are OWL, RDFS (RDF Schema), RIF (Rule Interchange Format), and SKOS, while in the 
case of Topic Maps it is TMCL (Topic Maps Constraint Language). 

The first attempts to apply semantic web technologies in the library field started with 
the implementation XML (Extensible Markup Language) and RDF. Since then developers still  
haven’t  been  able  to  go  beyond  experimental  digital  library  applications  (FEDORA, 
JeromeDL, BRICKS, Talia). Today the most successful project is of the Swedish National 
Library where the nation’s shared catalogue’s (LIBRIS) records were converted into semantic 
web compatible standards. In the case of Topic Maps along experimental library systems (e.g. 
Potnia,  Wandora) well  developed, operating applications can also be found (e.g. NZETC). 
There  have  been  many  attempts  to  describe  bibliographic  records  using  semantic 
technologies. 

After  reviewing  existing  library  implementations  we  can  conclude  that  although 
semantic  technologies  extended  the  libraries’  possibilities  to  accomplish  their  historical 
mission, they still could not go beyond experimental applications. While the technology is 
ready to realize global knowledge exchange on the web, generating metadata is still unsolved. 



Based on their experience in knowledge organization libraries should play a very important 
role in solving this task. 

Web 2.0 and the semantic paradigm

The frameworks of web 2.0 and the semantic technologies can’t be described as two 
consecutive stages of a linear evolution. While web 2.0 can be regarded as a breakthrough due 
to  the  new approach behind  the  applications,  the  semantic  web is  much more  about  the 
technology that is able to grasp semantic content. It is obvious that without the massive work 
of crowds that generate content and metadata, the realization of global knowledge exchange 
can’t become from vision to reality. The web 2.0 approach is indispensable for the realization 
of the semantic web as well. 

The  greatest  novelty  in  the  web  2.0  approach  is  that  there  has  never  been  such 
emphasis on production so far. Libraries got the possibility to form communities in a virtual 
environment.  The  crowds intensive  work is  essential  to  web 2.0  applications,  while  it  is 
proved  by  a  lot  of  research  that  the  libraries  are  not  among  the  most  popular  online 
community  places.  A  survey  on  the  Hungarian  library  blogs  demonstrated  that  most 
institutional weblogs can’t stimulate the expression of opinions and online communication. 

The  semantic  paradigm as  a  dominant  phenomenon regarding  the  whole  web still 
could  be  regarded  as  a  remote  concept  after  long  years  of  development.  In  contrary 
phenomena described as web 2.0 determines the present of the World Wide Web. From the 
knowledge  representation’s  point  of  view  semantic  technologies  have  much  more 
sophisticated facilities. In the semantic paradigm both trust and control of the content is based 
on  “academic”  knowledge,  while  web  2.0  builds  on  the  wisdom  of  crowds.  Semantic 
technologies – due to the necessity of highly structured knowledge organization systems – 
depend on experts  with knowledge representation skills.  The web 2.0 paradigm builds on 
those people’s work who are experienced in addressing groups and communities. Knowledge 
architect  and  professional  community  builder  are  two roles  of  the  library  that  should  be 
played in the digital age. 

Libraries in the semantic paradigm

Semantic  web developments  can be regarded as  the most  important  step toward a 
global knowledge exchange in a networked environment. If libraries intend to be one of the 
major role players in acquisition, preservation and provision of information and knowledge, 
the  evolution  of  semantic  web  technologies  should  be  followed  with  attention.  After 
reviewing the main directions of the web evolution I drew up the library-related issues of the 
realization of the global metadata-infrastructure. 

The capabilities of a global metadata infrastructure were modeled with Topic Maps  to 
represent  the interoperability  between contents published by libraries and other providers. 
Bibliographic records were represented by Dublin Core metadata expressed in Topic Maps. I 
also  created  two  other  topic  maps,  of  which  one  represents  information  that  occurs  on 
institutional  and  one  on  tourism  portals.  I  merged  these  three  to  model  how  the  global 
metadata  infrastructure  operates.  My  results  showed  that  the  library  as  one  of  the  most 



important metadata providers in the knowledge society can contribute to the realization of a 
global metadata infrastructure by publishing its own content in a semantic web compatible 
way, and by creating knowledge organization systems for other providers.

Libraries should play an active,  but in many terms peripheral  role  in the semantic 
paradigm by organizing knowledge that  appears  on global  networks.  The first  step is  the 
conversion  of  the  existing  semantically  encoded  information  to  semantic  technologies 
compatible formats. It means that the virtual walls of the libraries will be less clear in the 
future.  The  knowledge  architect  role  extends  to  solving  the  problems  of  unambiguous 
identification of concepts, facilitating intensive use of semantic technologies, and publishing 
knowledge organization systems. 

Theses of the dissertation:

According to my research results I make the following statements: 

1. Regarding to the evolutionary stages of the World Wide Web I introduce the concepts 
of syntactic and semantic paradigm. As the possibilities of content-based search are 
limited  and  can  operate  only  building  on  syntactic  features,  the  present  web 
technologies can be regarded as a syntactic paradigm. 

2. Semantic web and Topic Maps technologies can be described as a semantic paradigm 
along their common features. The common features are the following: applications 
create semantic relations between unambiguously defined concepts and the knowledge 
beyond the conceptual relations is represented in ontologies. 

3. The frameworks of web 2.0 and the semantic technologies can’t be described as two 
consecutive stages of a  linear  evolution.  While web 2.0 facilitated the cooperation 
between communities, the semantic web vision targeted the extension of semantically 
encoded metadata-content.  Global knowledge exchange on the internet can only be 
realized by generating metadata by the general public. 

4. The library can be instrumental in the realization of the global networked metadata 
infrastructure by 1) the publication of its (metadata and other) content in a way that is 
compatible semantic  technologies ,  2) creating knowledge organization systems, 3) 
supporting the usage of semantic web recommendations.   

Summary

After a decade of the starting point of the semantic web developments we still have 
not been sure about if the vision of Tim Berners-Lee would be a reality ever. All branches of 
information science make efforts  to  solve existing problems. More and more applications 
have been created in order to realize global knowledge exchange using semantic technologies. 

It is necessary, therefore, to continuously follow the paradigm determined by semantic 
technologies, from a practical point of view as well. Further research is needed in order to 
build  a  metadata  infrastructure  from  the  lower  layer  of  unambiguous  identification  of 
concepts to the problems of knowledge representation. The dissertation could not do more 



than describing the theoretical framework of the semantic paradigm and trying to reconsider 
the functions of libraries. The actual developments should be realized by computer specialists 
on the ground of practice. 


